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MESSAGE FOR THE SPECIAL APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE AND LADY OF
SCHOENSTATT, IN THE CITY OF AUGSBURG, GERMANY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL
SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Today, in a special way, My heart illuminates Germany and its sister nations so that souls may
receive the consolation and the spiritual healing that they need to carry forward a new stage, a new
time that will be full of learnings and of moments of love.

As the Lady of Schoenstatt, I present Myself to you again so that, within each of My children, the
spiritual filiation with your Heavenly Mother may be again confirmed.

With joy, your Mother and Queen of Schoenstatt returns to Germany, but this time your Divine
Mother will open the celestial doors so that the beloved Son can spiritually work and operate within
an area of Germany where the Mercy of God has not yet arrived, and that the Divine Son will bring
with Him, to liberate hearts and heal the souls sick in spirit.

It is thus, My children of Germany, that the Spiritual Hierarchy, being able to work with three cities
of Germany: Munich, Frankfurt and Berlin, can expand the positive effect of its purpose within the
inner planes, and all this is possible through the adherence of some of My children of Germany,
Switzerland and Austria, who in recent times and after My last visit, responded to My call.

For this reason, today I not only invite you to renew yourselves in the presence of the Love of your
Heavenly Mother, but also to open your hearts more to all those, who from this cycle on, must come
to be part of the armies of prayer.

This is a special day because, again, the Love of My maternal Heart will triumph in Germany and
until next year the new fruits will manifest in order to keep deepening  in the Redeeming Work of
My Son.

I deeply thank you for the response, the adherence and the welcome of each one of My children
who congregates here today to be before the Mother of God, to pray and to share a moment of
elevation of consciousness so that the consciousness of humanity may be elevated and sustained by
the devout prayer of all.

I leave you My blessing of Mother and I declare to you My Love for your country.

May the Lady of Schoenstatt remain for you the Source of reverence, of devotion and of admiration.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

 

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace and Lady of Schoenstatt


